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I. INTRODUCTION / SUMMARY 

Q.  Please state your name and business address.  1 

A. My name is Michael L. Brosch.  My business address is PO Box 481934, Kansas 2 

City, Missouri 64148-1934. 3 

 4 

Q. Are you the same Michael L. Brosch who previously submitted Direct 5 

Testimony on behalf of the People of the State of Illinois, represented by the 6 

Attorney General and AARP? 7 

A. Yes.  My prior Direct Testimony was identified as AARP/AG Exhibit No. 1.0 and 8 

contained a summary of my educational background and professional experience 9 

within AG/AARP Exhibit Nos. 1.1 and 1.2.  This Rebuttal Testimony was also 10 

prepared on behalf of the People of the State of Illinois represented by the Attorney 11 

General, (“Attorney General” or “AG”) and AARP (formerly the American 12 

Association of Retired Persons).      13 

Q.     What is the purpose of your Rebuttal Testimony in this docket? 14 

A. My Rebuttal Testimony is responsive to the Rebuttal testimony and exhibits of 15 

Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd” or “Company”), in this Docket 16 

addressing the issues and adjustments I proposed in my earlier Direct Testimony.  17 

These issues include: 18 

 The utilization of average rate base in the calculation of true-up 19 

reconciliation revenue requirements.
 

20 

 Appropriate interest rates and procedures for calculation of the return on 21 

reconciliation balances.
 

22 

 Certain Cash Working Capital revisions to ComEd’s lead/lag study.
 

23 
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 Jurisdictional allocation changes being proposed by ComEd.
 

24 

 Disallowance of discretionary performance awards, stock-based 25 

compensation and executive perquisites.
 

26 

Q. Do you recommend changes to any of the recommendations that were set forth 27 

in your previous Direct Testimony? 28 

A. No. I continue to believe that it is essential that an average rate base be used in the 29 

reconciliation procedure for determination of ComEd’s final revenue requirement in 30 

each reconciliation year.  Additionally, a short term debt cost interest rate should be 31 

applied to any over or under-recoveries of ComEd’s revenue requirement when 32 

reconciliation calculations are performed.   33 

   With regard to Cash Working Capital (“CWC”), I recommend that 34 

additional studies be conducted to improve the accuracy of the estimated revenue 35 

collection lag and explain why it is necessary to immediately recognize 36 

uncollectibles as a reduction to the Accounts Receivable balances used by ComEd 37 

to estimate the revenue collection lag.  I also propose elimination of ComEd’s 38 

assignment of a revenue lag associated with Pension and OPEB expenses, where no 39 

corresponding expense payment lead has been measured for these costs.  I continue 40 

to disagree with ComEd’s proposed change in lead/lag calculations that applies a 41 

revenue lag to pass-through tax collections and I explain the needed revision to 42 

intercompany payment lead days, as previously found reasonable by the 43 

Commission. 44 

   The adjustments to test year operating expenses that were proposed in my 45 

Direct Testimony remain appropriate, including re-instatement of the disallowance 46 

of certain types of expenses that have previously been excluded or normalized by 47 
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prior Commission Order.   My Rebuttal also explains that ComEd’s proposed 48 

changes to established jurisdictional allocation methods that have been previously 49 

approved by the Commission should be rejected.  If the Company’s proposed 50 

method changes are not rejected by the Commission, I recommend offsetting 51 

changes to eliminate the revenue crediting of Late Payment Charge revenues to the 52 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) Transmission jurisdiction. 53 

Q. Have you updated and revised any of the Schedules that were previously 54 

included in AG/AARP Exhibit 1.3? 55 

A. Yes.  AG/AARP Exhibit 3.4 is an updated and revised lead/lag study that 56 

supersedes AG/AARP Exhibit 1.3, page 2.
1
  The Company has updated many of the 57 

input values and some of the expense lead days in its Rebuttal ComEd Exhibit 16.6, 58 

so AG/AARP Exhibit 3.4 starts with these updated Company values, and then 59 

inserts changes in column (h) to reflect the lower revenue collection lag days I am 60 

recommending, as well as the other changes discussed herein regarding specific 61 

issues that are quantified in the shaded areas in columns (h) through (l).  For 62 

example, I have inserted a new line 1c to incorporate the CWC adjustment being 63 

proposed by Mr. Effron for 401k Match benefit expenses.  It should be noted that, 64 

because of the simplified presentation format used in AG/AARP Exhibit 3.4 to 65 

allow CWC quantification of each line item therein, compared to ComEd Ex. 16.6, 66 

the value of Mr. Effron’s 401k issue on AG/AARP Exhibit 3.4 at line 1c cannot be 67 

directly determined.
2
 68 

 69 

                                                 
1
  The ADJUSTMENT TO COMPANY PROPOSED  CASH WORKING CAPITAL value shown at 

line 28 would replace the earlier value appearing in AG/AARP Exhibit No. 1.3 in column (c) at line 12. 
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II. TEST YEAR PRINCIPLES. 70 

Q. Your Direct Testimony in this Docket explained the purpose of a “test year” in 71 

the determination of public utility revenue requirements and then described 72 

the form of test year being proposed by ComEd for the annual establishment 73 

and then subsequent reconciliation of its revenue requirement.  At page 7 of 74 

his Rebuttal, Mr. Hemphill quarrels with your use of the term “test year” 75 

stating that, “Under the formula rate structure, rates are no longer based on 76 

choosing a particular year that is representative without regard to actual costs 77 

or sales or prohibiting any ex post adjustment.
3
  Is there still a test year being 78 

employed to calculate revenue requirements under the Company’s proposals? 79 

A. Yes.  Even though ComEd’s rates and revenues are now to be adjusted and then 80 

reconciled every year, there is still an annual compilation of recorded and adjusted 81 

operating expenses and taxes as well as a rate base determination that is used to 82 

quantify the revenue requirement. My Direct Testimony regarding the different 83 

ways in which test year elements may be determined is entirely relevant to any 84 

discussion of how annual formula ratemaking should occur.   85 

Q. At page 7 of his Rebuttal, Mr. Hemphill disputes your statement that ComEd’s 86 

Operating Income being used for ratemaking purposes is based generally upon 87 

historical, average amounts.  He claims that, “ComEd’s operating income is 88 

derived from the account balances in the FERC Form 1, plus estimated 2011 89 

investment and accumulated depreciation and depreciation expense.  These 90 

investment balances are cumulative, not average.”  How do you respond? 91 

                                                                                                                                                 
2
  AG/AARP Ex. 3.4 combines the impact of the different revenue lag day values in columns (c) 

versus (h) with the value of any differences in expense lead day values for each line item shown therein. 
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A. It would appear that Mr. Hemphill is confusing rate base with Operating Income. 92 

My Direct Testimony explained that test year revenue requirement calculations can 93 

be based upon either an “average” set of rate base and operating income data 94 

throughout the 12 months of the year or, alternatively, an “end-of-period” or 95 

“annualized” approach that adjusts one or more elements of the revenue 96 

requirement calculation to cost and revenue levels extant at year-end.  In response 97 

to Mr. Hemphill, I would first clarify that Operating Income is a very specific utility 98 

accounting term that is associated only with the income statement accounts and has 99 

nothing to do with investment balances that are noted by Mr. Hemphill to be 100 

cumulative rather than average amounts.  When ComEd derives its operating 101 

expenses for formula ratemaking from “account balances in the FERC Form 1” 102 

these are expense amounts that have been recorded and accumulated throughout the 103 

year at an average rate of spending.  Recorded FERC Form 1 expenses can be 104 

considered average costs for the year whenever the expenses have not been 105 

annualized at year-end for changes in staffing levels, wage rates, material prices or 106 

any other known changes.   107 

Rate base investment balances are quite distinct from Operating Income 108 

and are not used to “derive” ComEd’s annual O&M expenses as suggested by Mr. 109 

Hemphill.  The “investment balances” that Mr. Hemphill notes are “cumulative” 110 

balances at any given point in time are used to establish ComEd’s rate base and not 111 

its Operating Income.  Notably, the cumulative asset and liability account balances 112 

used to determine rate base can be quantified at either year-end investment levels or 113 

at an average investment level for the test year used to set rates.  How ComEd’s rate 114 

                                                                                                                                                 
3
  ComEd Ex. 11.0.  7:126-142. 
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base is measured, using either average or year-end investment levels in the 115 

reconciliation of the revenue requirement, is very important in determining whether 116 

ratepayers will pay a return on the Company’s actual and gradually growing levels 117 

of invested capital or an overstated return based on the incorrect assumption that 118 

year-end levels of investment existed throughout the reconciliation period. 119 

Q. Does Ms. Houtsma seem to understand the substantive issue that has been 120 

raised by multiple witnesses regarding the need to calculate the reconciliation 121 

rate base using average, rather than year-end, measurement concepts? 122 

A. Yes.  At page 32 of her Rebuttal, Ms. Houtsma notes that I and three other 123 

intervenor witnesses, Messrs. Smith, Effron and Gorman, have indicated the need to 124 

use an average, rather than year-end, rate base in calculating reconciliation revenue 125 

requirement amounts.
4
  I will discuss this dispute in the next section of my Rebuttal. 126 

 127 

III. AVERAGE VERSUS YEAR-END RATE BASE. 128 

Q. Ms. Houtsma claims that “use of a year-end rate base is consistent with the 129 

statute”, citing 220 ILCS 5/16-108.5(c)(6)(d)(1).  Is your (and the other 130 

witnesses’) recommended use of an average rate base also consistent with the 131 

cited statute? 132 

A. Yes.  Nowhere in the quotation provided by Ms. Houtsma is there any specification 133 

of either an average or year-end methodology for rate base determination.  In fact, 134 

the statute states the need to reconcile to “the actual revenue requirement for the 135 

prior rate year” which language is more supportive of using average rather than 136 

year-end investment balances. An “actual” revenue requirement can only be based 137 
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upon an average level of investment for the “prior rate year” because the year-end 138 

level of actual investment did not exist throughout the entire “prior year” on an 139 

actual basis.  Actual investment levels for an entire reconciliation year are 140 

necessarily average levels, unless there was no change or growth in such investment 141 

during the year. 142 

Q. According to Ms. Houtsma at line 712, “The statute is clear that the 143 

reconciliation shall be calculated consistently with the initially established 144 

revenue requirement to which it is reconciled, and which no party suggests 145 

should be calculated on an average basis.”  Is this correct? 146 

A. No.  This argument appears to be based upon the quoted language regarding 147 

substitution of “cost inputs for the prior rate year” with “actual costs for the prior 148 

rate year” as if a rigid calculation methodology exists where costs can only be 149 

compiled using a single approach.  In fact, ComEd does not advocate such a rigid 150 

formulistic approach that would substitute only cost inputs for purposes of 151 

reconciliation.  For example, to determine its asserted inception revenue 152 

requirement, ComEd has mixed recorded year-end and average rate base 153 

calculations with selectively projected Plant in Service and Accumulated 154 

Depreciation balances, but with no projections of changes in Accumulated Deferred 155 

Income Tax balances.  However, for reconciliation purposes ComEd recommends 156 

substituting actual rate base inputs without inserting any projected data.  Thus, 157 

ComEd’s own reconciliation proposal uses actual Form 1 data to replace actual 158 

income statement inputs and a mix of actual and projected rate base data.  There is 159 

no requirement, either stated or implied, that reconciliation calculations must 160 

                                                                                                                                                 
4
  ComEd Ex. 12.0.  32:692-702. 
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employ the same rate base measurement concepts as were used to establish the 161 

Company’s inception revenue requirement.  In fact, how the Company’s rate base is 162 

mechanically assembled and measured in determining the inception revenue 163 

requirement that will be subject to later reconciliation becomes much less important 164 

under formula ratemaking than are the methods and rules to be used in calculating 165 

the final reconciliation.
5
  It is the reconciliation calculation that determines 166 

ratepayers’ final, actual revenue responsibility to ComEd. 167 

Q. At lines 718 to 726, Ms. Houtsma states that “The determination of cost of 168 

equity is required to be calculated using “the average for the applicable 169 

calendar year of the monthly average yields of 30-year U.S. Treasury Bonds” 170 

but, “…the statute makes no mention of the use of average data in the 171 

determination of rate base for the reconciliation.”  Does the statute specify the 172 

use of either year-end or average data in the determination of rate base for the 173 

reconciliation?  174 

A. No.  I believe it is up to the Commission to define how reconciliation rate base is to 175 

be calculated.  Ms. Houtsma’s reference to the statutory guidance regarding how 176 

cost of equity is to be determined appears to consider how capital costs can fluctuate 177 

and should be averaged to be reasonably quantified for ratemaking purposes.  As I 178 

noted in my Direct Testimony, the proper level of return for investors should 179 

reasonably compensate them for the actual amount of capital invested in the 180 

Delivery Service business throughout the true-up period, as well as provide a 181 

reasonable rate of return on such investment.  Adoption of ComEd’s proposed 182 

reconciliation approach, that would apply the allowed rate of return to year-end rate 183 

                                                 
5
  See ComEd Ex. 11.0 at 10:185-202. 
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base, would systematically overstate the true-up rate base and the resulting 184 

reconciliation revenue requirement because ComEd’s actual investment in assets 185 

serving Delivery Service customers is generally higher at year-end than throughout 186 

the reconciliation year. 187 

Q. At line 739, Ms. Houtsma states, “On the other hand, although ComEd has not 188 

filed a future test year delivery services case, my understanding is that future 189 

test year cases in Illinois typically utilize an average rate base…this is 190 

reasonable because the rates reflecting the future test year costs become 191 

effective at or around the beginning of that test year, before much, if any of the 192 

new investment for the future test year has been made.”  Does this testimony 193 

support use of average reconciliation rate base calculations for ComEd? 194 

A. Yes.  Future test years routinely employ an average rate base calculation in order to 195 

represent the expected actual levels of invested capital during the period that new 196 

rates will be effective.  ComEd’s asserted rate base being used to set inception rate 197 

levels is analogous to a future test year, because it employs selectively forecasted 198 

data to simulate investment levels for the rate effective period, that will be subject to 199 

future reconciliation with interest on any over or under-recoveries.  The same 200 

reasons that support utilization of an average rate base approach with a future test 201 

year support an average rate base approach for ComEd’s reconciliation calculations. 202 

Q. Ms. Houtsma disputes your conclusion that regulatory lag has been eliminated 203 

due to the implementation of a formula rate with annual updates, so that use of 204 
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a year-end rate base to reduce regulatory lag is no longer necessary.
6
  How do 205 

you respond? 206 

A. Ms. Houtsma states that, “[r]egulatory lag would be eliminated only if rates 207 

collected during each calendar year reflect cost levels in effect for that same year.” 208 

This argument ignores the fact that ComEd is allowed to accumulate an interest 209 

charge on every dollar of revenue requirement whenever it must wait to collect 210 

reconciliation revenues from ratepayers and will pay interest if the reconciliation 211 

yields a credit to customers.  This environment effectively guarantees ultimate 212 

recovery of an interest-adjusted “real” cost of service that ComEd incurs every 213 

single year.  Annual formula ratemaking, with projected net Plant in Service 214 

additions, annual reconciliations to actual costs and interest on any under-recoveries 215 

of cost, has the overall effect of eliminating any financial burden associated with 216 

regulatory lag for ComEd. 217 

Q. In your Direct Testimony, you provided a table of calculations showing the 218 

ROE impact of using a year-end versus average rate base.  Does Ms. Houtsma 219 

dispute these calculations in her Rebuttal? 220 

A. No.  Instead she offers only a generalized response that, “It should not be 221 

unexpected that ComEd’s commitment to invest $2.6 billion will increase ComEd’s 222 

revenue requirement.
7
   223 

Q. Does the expected level of ComEd’s future investment cause the average rate 224 

base reconciliation calculation to be even more important? 225 

                                                 
6
  ComEd Ex. 12.0.  34:755-35:764. 

7
  Id. 35:768. 
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A. Yes.  I don’t believe anyone seriously disputes the view that ComEd’s revenue 226 

requirement and resulting charges for Delivery Service will be going up.  The 227 

debate regarding rate base reconciliation calculation methods instead involves how 228 

to best measure the actual capital investment that exists in each future reconciliation 229 

period when calculating the final amount owed by customers.  There can be no 230 

serious argument that actual annual investment levels in the reconciliation years are 231 

most accurately determined using the average amount of rate base and the 232 

corresponding actual debt and equity capital investment in the business that is 233 

expected to gradually increase in future years. 234 

Q. At line 775 Ms. Houtsma states, “Intervenor attempts to reintroduce a source 235 

of regulatory lag by using a backward-looking average rate base should be 236 

rejected.”  Is this what you are proposing? 237 

A. No.  I have not challenged ComEd’s future looking projections of Plant investment 238 

additions in setting rates.  To be clear, I am proposing the use of reconciliation 239 

period actual average rate base, so as to capture and provide revenue requirements 240 

for only the Company’s actual level of invested capital throughout each 241 

reconciliation year.  There is zero regulatory lag associated with this approach 242 

because the input amounts for the reconciliation are the prescribed actual costs for 243 

the reconciliation year, taken directly from the Form 1. 244 

 245 

V. RECONCILIATION INTEREST CHARGES.  246 

 247 
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Q. On the topic of the proper Interest Rate to be used in calculating ComEd’s 248 

reconciliation true-up revenue requirement, have you changed your 249 

recommendation from what was stated in Direct Testimony? 250 

A. No.   I continue to recommend that a short term debt interest rate should be used for 251 

this purpose, and that an alternative cost rate for consideration would be the interest 252 

rate ComEd currently pays on customer deposit balances.  253 

Q. At page 37 of her Rebuttal, Ms. Houtsma says that using your suggested after 254 

tax deferred expense base, upon which interest would be applied, is not 255 

reasonable because of how the reconciliation amount will be determined.  Is 256 

there need to revise this recommendation? 257 

A. I would only revise my recommendation regarding the application of interest to the 258 

net of income tax balance associated with deferred expenses if, as suggested by Ms. 259 

Houtsma, customers are allowed to fully participate in the income tax deferral 260 

benefits arising from the reconciliation process.  Ms. Houtsma suggests, at line 823 261 

of her Rebuttal, that Accumulated Deferred Income Tax (“ADIT”) balances arising 262 

from deferred expenses will be fully recognized in the rate base used in the 263 

determination of the annual reconciliation revenue calculations.  Her testimony on 264 

this topic is not entirely clear regarding how the tax deductibility of any under-265 

recovered expenses would be recognized, so more information would be required to 266 

ensure that ADIT balances are properly recognized either in determining the 267 

average reconciliation rate base or in reducing the revenue requirement balances that 268 

are subject to reconciliation interest charges.   269 

  VI. CASH WORKING CAPITAL. 270 
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Q. What Cash Working Capital (“CWC”) issues were presented in your Direct 271 

Testimony in response to the Company’s proposed lead lag study?   272 

A. My concerns and proposed CWC adjustments, as explained in my Direct Testimony 273 

included: 274 

 Inappropriate calculations used by ComEd to estimate the revenue 275 

collection lag, thereby seriously overstating CWC. 276 

 Removal of non-cash Pension and OPEB accrued expense amounts from 277 

the “Receipts” to which a revenue lag value is applied by ComEd. 278 

 ComEd has incorrectly assigned a full revenue lag to the collections of 279 

certain pass-through taxes and fees and modified the expense payment 280 

leads for certain of these payments. 281 

 ComEd has improperly calculated a proposed CWC allowance attempting 282 

to account for payables associated with non-AFUDC CWIP. 283 

 ComEd has not adopted the more reasonable and Commission-ordered 284 

45.35 payment lead day value for intercompany transactions, to correct for 285 

cross subsidization that is generally prohibited in affiliated interest 286 

agreements. 287 

These CWC issues are addressed in the Rebuttal Testimony of ComEd witness Mr. 288 

John Hentgen.
8
  This section of my Rebuttal Testimony is responsive to Mr. 289 

Hentgen’s comments regarding these issues. 290 

                                                 
8
  ComEd Ex. 16.0. 
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Q. In your Direct and Rebuttal Testimony in ComEd’s last rate case, Docket No. 291 

10-0467 and again in this Docket No. 11-0721, you explained a number of 292 

problems with the Company’s method of calculation to estimate the revenue 293 

collection lag.  Does Mr. Hentgen’s Rebuttal offer any commitment to conduct 294 

further studies to more accurately determine ComEd’s revenue collection lag? 295 

A. No.  Instead of committing to any further study, Mr. Hengtgen claims that, “All 296 

other major utilities in Illinois use similar if not identical aging intervals” which he 297 

claims provide “ample support for the calculation here, and there is no persuasive 298 

reason to study it further given the fact that similar use of aging intervals has been 299 

accepted by the ICC in a number of other dockets.”
9
 With this generalization, Mr. 300 

Hengtgen rejects the specific recommendations of several intervenor witnesses who 301 

have all identified serious problems with ComEd’s calculations, instead hoping the 302 

Commission will continue to accept the numerous unproven assumptions and 303 

shortcuts within his accounts receivable aging intervals method. 304 

Q. Why is it important to more deliberately study ComEd’s revenue collection 305 

lag, instead of continuing to utilize assumed midpoints and grace periods for 306 

wide blocks of aged accounts receivable data? 307 

A. The revenue lag day value is applied throughout the lead lag study to estimate the 308 

CWC amount to be included in rate base.  This causes the revenue lag to be the 309 

single most important determinant of CWC.  Ample concern has been raised by me 310 

and by CUB witness Mr. Smith in this and previous ComEd rate cases regarding the 311 

                                                 
9
  Comed Ex. 16.0. 8:152-162. 
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frailties of the accounts receivable aging approach and the unreasonable results it 312 

produces.   313 

Q. Is there new evidence in this Docket No. 11-0721 that indicates problems with 314 

the Company’s estimated revenue collection lag? 315 

A. Yes.  As I noted in my Direct Testimony, ComEd provided copies of randomly 316 

selected bills for 50 residential customers in two consecutive months, which did not 317 

show any significant pattern of past due balances.  Even though not a statistically 318 

representative sample, this information raises serious doubt regarding the credibility 319 

of ComEd’s asserted residential revenue collection lag.  Now that we are embarking 320 

upon annual formula rate changes, I believe it is important that more work be done 321 

to actually measure the revenue collection lag through the systematic study of 322 

actual cash transactions. 323 

Q. At this time and in the absence of any measurement of the actual timing 324 

associated with customer remittances to ComEd, is there an essential 325 

correction to the Company’s accounts receivable data that is used to estimate 326 

the revenue collection lag?   327 

A. It is necessary to at least correct ComEd’s estimated revenue collection lag to 328 

account for the uncollectible accounts portion of the Accounts Receivables balances 329 

that are used in the Company’s calculation.  Uncollectible accounts represent 330 

receivable amounts that will not be collected at all, and therefore cannot impact the 331 

timing of ComEd’s cash flows.  The Company relies upon detailed risk assessments 332 

to determine the uncollectible portion of its overall accounts receivable balances in 333 

each aging category that will ultimately prove to be bad debts.  These estimates are 334 
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used to determine monthly uncollectible provisions that serve as the basis for 335 

recorded uncollectible accounts expenses that are reported in the Company’s 336 

audited financial statements.  It is impossible for a customer’s account receivable 337 

that cannot be collected by the Company to  impact the timing of ComEd revenue 338 

cash inflows.  There simply is no cash flow when customers do not pay their utility 339 

bills and some time after estimates of uncollectible amounts are initially recorded 340 

by ComEd, the amounts that cannot ultimately be recorded are written-off and 341 

removed from the Company’s Accounts Receivable balance. 342 

Q. Were you the only intervenor witness to recommend reducing Accounts 343 

Receivable balances for estimated uncollectibles? 344 

A. No.  Mr. Hengtgen’s Rebuttal notes that, “Both Mr. Brosch and Mr. Smith believe 345 

that the [accounts receivable] data is unreliable as a predictor of the collection lag 346 

because the amounts have not been reduced for uncollectible accounts.”
10

  It is not 347 

surprising that ComEd’s own calculations assign the highest risks of non-collection 348 

to the oldest aged accounts receivable balances, yet Mr. Hengtgen’s revenue 349 

collection lag estimates are most heavily impacted by his inclusion of these older 350 

aged balances without any reduction for the uncollectible amounts therein. 351 

Q. How does Mr. Hengtgen attempt to justify ignoring uncollectible accounts 352 

within his aged Accounts Receivable balances? 353 

A. He argues that, “While it is true that some of ComEd’s customers in all of its 354 

customer classes and the aging intervals will become uncollectible, ComEd cannot 355 

determine with certainty which customer accounts will become uncollectible.”  He 356 
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also suggests that, “In addition, and even more importantly, even if accounts 357 

receivable balances become uncollectible, they would have to be considered 358 

separately in the CWC calculation in order to determine how long it takes ComEd 359 

to recover those amounts and be made whole, or whether ComEd ever is made 360 

whole.”
 11

 361 

Q. Do these arguments make sense? 362 

A. No.  It is completely unnecessary to determine “which customer accounts will 363 

become uncollectible with certainty.”  This is a complete red herring.  If one merely 364 

accepts the fact that, by ComEd’s own estimates, a knowable percentage and 365 

amount within the recorded accounts receivable balance will ultimately prove to be 366 

uncollectible, it is obvious that fully including uncollectible receivables in Mr. 367 

Hengtgen’s aging analysis will overstate the delay in cash collections from 368 

customers.  Uncollected accounts do not yield any cash flow or produce any 369 

collection lag and must be excluded whenever Accounts Receivable balances are 370 

used to estimate the revenue lag. 371 

   Mr. Hengtgen also should know that ComEd’s uncollectibles are, in fact, 372 

fully collected from other customers who do pay their utility bills.  This occurs 373 

through the process of including uncollectible accounts expenses in the Company’s 374 

rate case revenue requirement and tracking changes in recorded uncollectible 375 

expenses through Rider UF.   In the future, ComEd reconciliation procedures will 376 

provide another layer of assurance that paying customers will bear the full cost of 377 

ComEd’s uncollectibles.  There is no uncertainty regarding “whether ComEd ever 378 

                                                                                                                                                 
10

  ComEd Ex. 16.0.  5:100. 
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is made whole” for uncollectibles as implied by Mr. Hengtgen.  In fact, ComEd is 379 

continuously made whole for its uncollectibles expense and the billed revenues (and 380 

Accounts Receivable) from the general population of ratepayers is persistently 381 

higher simply because of this continuing recovery of uncollectible expenses through 382 

rates. 383 

Q. According to Mr. Hengtgen, “Utilities routinely collect amounts based on very 384 

old receivables and even on amounts that have previously been written off.”
12

  385 

Is this a valid reason for including uncollectible accounts receivables within the 386 

aging analysis? 387 

A. No.  A relatively small subset of accounts that have been written off as uncollectible 388 

may be subsequently recovered as a result of collection efforts or offsetting 389 

customer deposits.  The reality is that most bad debts remain uncollectible and are 390 

recovered from other ratepayers in the normal course of business. 391 

Q. Next, Mr. Hengtgen argues, “Also, even if ComEd provides service and never 392 

collects payment from the customer taking service, the uncollectible amount 393 

will ultimately be collected as an uncollectible cost of service, either through 394 

base rates or through recovery of uncollectibles in a rider, ComEd is still ‘out’ 395 

the time value of the amount in question, and that is a real cash capital 396 

working [sic] cost.”  Do you agree? 397 

A. I agree that uncollectible accounts become an expense recoverable from the general 398 

population of ratepayers, but reject the notion that ComEd is “out” any time value 399 

of money through this process.  A provision for uncollectibles is recorded each 400 
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month by ComEd and the resulting uncollectibles expense is included directly 401 

within the ratemaking process.  There is no lost “time value of money” involved at 402 

all, because the allowance for uncollectibles is a recurring accrual-basis entry on the 403 

books that immediately recognizes the uncollectible portion of currently recorded 404 

revenues.  There is no delay in this accounting procedure or in ComEd’s ability to 405 

continuously recover its estimated uncollectible expense from ratepayers through its 406 

rates and Rider UF.   407 

Q. Mr. Hengtgen suggests an analogy to banking is applicable, stating, “When a 408 

bank makes a loan, the borrower defaults, and the bank ultimately collects 409 

only the principal without interest from a guarantor, the bank in fact has lost 410 

the time value of money.”  Does this apply to ComEd in any way? 411 

A. No.  Every day, through its regulated Delivery Service rates and rider, ComEd 412 

collects an allowance for its uncollectible expenses from the general body of 413 

ratepayers.  There is no lost “time value of money” applicable to utility accounting 414 

for uncollectibles.  This expense is estimated, included in rates, and adjusted 415 

through Rider UF whenever the amounts change.   416 

Q. Mr. Hengtgen is also critical of the specifics of your revenue collection lag 417 

calculations, claiming you used “monthly gross uncollectible reserve balances 418 

before any deductions for deposit reserves and estimated recoveries.  As a 419 

result, the amounts that he [Brosch] eliminates from the accounts receivable 420 

balances do not reflect the true reserve for uncollectibles on ComEd’s books.”  421 

Is this claim valid? 422 
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A. No.  I used the portion of the Company’s uncollectibles estimate that is applied by 423 

ComEd to the same Accounts Receivable balances that are employed in Mr. 424 

Hengtgen’s flawed aging intervals analysis.  Specifically, I employed ComEd’s 425 

own uncollectible risk factors, as used on ComEd’s books to accrue provisions for 426 

uncollectibles expense each month.  Mr. Hengtgen’s suggested refinements to 427 

account for offsetting customer deposit balances or for subsequent recoveries of 428 

amounts written off are considerations in measurement of uncollectibles expenses 429 

to be charged to customers.  These elements of the Company’s uncollectible accrual 430 

process do not change the fact that significant portions of the Company’s oldest 431 

receivables are not expected to be collected by ComEd, and are improperly used by 432 

Mr. Hengtgen to overstate the revenue collection lag. 433 

Q. At page 8 of his Rebuttal, Mr. Hengtgen refers to “Mr. Brosch’s concern 434 

regarding the use of grace periods to determine the midpoints used within the 435 

grace periods.”  Do you have a concern with the “grace periods” that were 436 

used in ComEd’s study? 437 

A. Not really.  My concern is that the entire accounts receivable aging intervals 438 

approach being used by ComEd is hopelessly flawed and inaccurate and tends to 439 

overstate the revenue collection lag.  The “grace periods” concept that is added into 440 

this process by ComEd is simply another layer of unsupported assumptions that 441 

appears to have as its sole purpose moderating and attempting to make more 442 

credible the Company’s  outrageously overstated revenue collection lag day value. 443 

Q. Does Mr. Hengtgen’s Rebuttal underscore this view? 444 
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A. Yes.  At line 165, Mr. Hengtgen states, “The use of grace periods is actually a 445 

conservative assumption that has kept the collection lag significantly lower than it 446 

really is…[e]limination of the grace periods would only increase the amount of the 447 

collection lag.”  Reference is then made to Mr. Hengtgen’s ComEd Ex. 16.1 448 

calculations to show that, “If the grace periods are eliminated the weighted 449 

collection lag for ComEd increased from 32.34 days to 41.44 days.”   450 

 451 

Q. Is Mr. Hengtgen now abandoning the Company’s grace period assumption? 452 

A. It is unclear from this discussion whether the “grace period” assumptions are 453 

believed by Mr. Hengtgen to be valid or not, but the simple fact that toggling this 454 

arbitrary assumption  impacts the revenue lag by about nine days is revealing of the 455 

gross inaccuracy that is associated with using accounts receivables aging intervals 456 

to estimate the revenue collection lag.  If a discretionary assumption regarding the 457 

treatment of the “grace period” that is offered to customers when paying utility bills 458 

can dramatically impact lead/lag study results, it reveals the frailty of the underlying 459 

methodology being used. 460 

Q. How important is a nine-day change in the revenue collection lag to ComEd’s 461 

asserted rate base allowance for CWC? 462 

A. A nine day change in the revenue collection lag would impact ComEd’s asserted 463 

CWC by about $44 million.
13

  If ComEd’s revenue collection lag were quantified 464 

using more conventional daily accounts receivable turnover analyses or sampling of 465 

                                                 
13

  9 days / 365 days = 2.47% of Total Revenue and Non-Revenue Receipts at ComEd Ex. 1.6., lines 

7 and 36.  2.47% of $1,793,995 (thousand) is $44,235,493. 
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customer remittances, it would not be necessary to employ arbitrary judgments such 466 

as Mr. Hengtgen’s grace period assumption that can swing results by such a large 467 

amount. 468 

Q. Mr. Hengtgen states, “I do not agree with Mr. Brosch’s opinion on the 469 

exclusion of the uncollectible amounts but have performed the necessary 470 

calculation for illustrative purposes. If the grace periods are eliminated and 471 

Mr. Brosch’s estimate of uncollectible accounts is factored into the receivable 472 

balances the weighted collection lag for ComEd increases from 32.34 days to 473 

36.66 days.”  Does this calculation “illustrate” what you are proposing? 474 

A. Not at all.  I did not propose that Mr. Hengtgen’s grace period assumption be 475 

eliminated as a substitute for proper consideration of uncollectible accounts residing 476 

within his aging of Accounts Receivables.  It is disingenuous and potentially 477 

misleading to “illustrate” my proposed adjustment to the revenue collection lag by 478 

combining my issue with a toggling of one of the Company’s other specious 479 

assumptions.  It is obvious that the revenue lag day adjustments proposed by CUB 480 

witness Mr. Smith and by me both reduce the revenue collection lag by about five 481 

days.  These adjustments have nothing at all to do with the other arbitrary aging 482 

interval mid-point and grace period assumptions that are being employed by Mr. 483 

Hengtgen. 484 

Q. At line 204, Mr. Hengtgen states that the AG/AARP and CUB proposals 485 

should be “rejected” because, “Based on the recalculation of the collection lag 486 

without use of the grace periods, and even if Mr. Brosch’s estimate of 487 

uncollectible accounts is considered into the calculation, the collection lag 488 
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would actually be higher than what is being proposed by ComEd.”  Do you 489 

agree with this conclusion? 490 

A. No.  It is necessary to account for uncollectibles that reside within ComEd’s aged 491 

accounts receivable balances without regard to what is done with grace periods.  It 492 

is misleading to imply that you must make other revisions to Mr. Hengtgen’s grace 493 

period assumptions in order to account for uncollectibles as recommended by Mr. 494 

Smith and me.  In its response to AG Data Request No. 10.13, ComEd confirmed 495 

that I was not “advocating eliminating grace periods” and provided an Attachment 1 496 

that shows the collection lag day and total revenue lag when restated and corrected 497 

for only uncollectibles are 27.17 days and 46.08 days respectively.  I have included 498 

a copy of ComEd’s response to this Data Request Response as AG/AARP Exhibit 499 

3.1. 500 

Q. Does another major Illinois electric utility calculate its revenue collection lag 501 

using an accounts receivable aging intervals approach, with an adjustment for 502 

uncollectibles as you propose? 503 

A. Yes.  In the pending Verified Petition in ICC Docket No. 12-0001, the lead lag 504 

study sponsored by Ameren Illinois Utilities witness Mr. David Heintz includes a 505 

reduction in the aged accounts receivable balance for estimated uncollectible 506 

factors.  Mr. Heintz states at line 138 of his Direct Testimony, “The collection was 507 

calculated employing actual aged receivables from the Company’s Customer 508 

Service System.  The weighted aged receivables for the twelve months ended 509 

September 30, 2010 were adjusted to reflect potentially uncollectible receivables.”
14

  510 
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A review of Ameren’s workpapers that calculate its collection lag reveal utilization 511 

of the same approach I have recommended in this ComEd proceeding.  A copy of 512 

these workpapers is provided as AG/AARP Exhibit 3.2. 513 

 Q. Turning to the treatment of pass-through revenue taxes, does Mr. Hengtgen 514 

concede that EAC/REC and GRT/MUT amounts are due to the taxing 515 

authorities only after revenues that are taxable have been collected by 516 

ComEd? 517 

A. Yes.  Mr. Hengtgen states, “I agree that according to the state statutes and the 518 

municipal ordinances that the EAC/REC amounts are due by the 20
th

 of the month 519 

following the month in which the charges are collected and the GRT/MUT amounts 520 

are due on or before the last day of the month following the month during which the 521 

tax is collected or is required to be collected.”
15

  However, in calculating the 522 

asserted lead/lag day factors, Mr. Hengtgen states that the company does not apply 523 

the statutory due dates, but actually pays earlier than is required.  He states, 524 

“ComEd pays these amounts based on amounts billed in the current month or prior 525 

months, not the amounts collected. This process means that ComEd pays these 526 

amounts earlier than they may technically be required to be paid by statute or 527 

ordinance and earlier than collected, therefore ComEd does not in fact have use of 528 

the money for any period of time.”
16

 529 

Q. Why should the statutory due dates be used to calculate the payment leads for 530 

these tax items? 531 
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  ComEd Ex. 16.0.  14:295-300. 
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A. ComEd is reasonably expected to pay its taxes when due, so as to minimize the 532 

amount of CWC required to operate its business.  For income taxes, property taxes 533 

and other large expenditures with known and specific statutory due dates, utilities 534 

routinely utilize mechanized payments or wire transfers to optimize their cash 535 

management.  The timeline provided by Mr. Hengtgen (ComEd Ex. 16.5) shows 536 

that the Company elects to pay these taxes prior to when they are due, but it does 537 

not establish that these practices are prudent or necessary. 538 

Q. According to Mr. Hengtgen, “It seems like paying a few days early is good 539 

practice in order to not risk penalty or interest and is in the interest of both 540 

ComEd and customers. Using the technical statutory due date as compared to 541 

the actual payment date serves only to reduce the CWC requirement figure 542 

and does not reflect the true CWC requirement of ComEd.”
17

  Do you agree? 543 

A. No.  The cash working capital impact of ComEd’s election to pay earlier than 544 

required and to assume these taxes are payable prior to when revenues are actually 545 

collected is more than $39 million in CWC.  This can be observed in AG/AARP 546 

Exhibit 3.4 by comparing the ComEd amounts in column (g) for lines 21 and 22 to 547 

the corresponding amounts I am recommending for CWC inclusion in column (l). 548 

Q. Mr. Hengtgen states his disagreement with your recommendation that a study 549 

similar to a lead lag study be required to quantify the CWC requirement of 550 

ComEd’s Exelon Business Services Company (“BSC”), rather than simply 551 
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adopting the Company’s policy of payments to BSC by the 15
th

 of the following 552 

month.
18

  How do you respond? 553 

A. I do not believe the Commission should simply adopt ComEd’s “internal policy” of 554 

paying its BSC affiliate by the 15
th

 of the following month with no showing that 555 

such a payment policy is reasonable or consistent with the working capital needs of 556 

BSC.  In the absence of any justification for the CWC needs of its affiliate, a more 557 

reasonable assumption would be utilization of the Company’s lead lag study value 558 

for vendors that are not affiliated with ComEd and that experience a payment lead 559 

of 66.82 days, which is applied to ComEd’s “Other O&M Expense.”  I have 560 

conservatively recommended adoption of the same 30.55 day lead value for 561 

intercompany payments that was recently approved by the Commission in Docket 562 

No. 10-0467. 563 

Q. With regard to Pension and OPEB expenses, According to Mr. Hengtgen, 564 

“What Mr. Brosch misses is that no separate study of the cash outflows is 565 

necessary or required...they are already fully accounted for at 100% in 566 

separate rate base line items in this proceeding.”  Is this correct? 567 

A. No.  As I noted in my Direct Testimony, both Pension and OPEB expenses are 568 

accrual basis expenses that are derived from actuarial studies, for which there are no 569 

recurring periodic cash flows that have been analyzed by ComEd to determine 570 

CWC impacts.  It is completely unreasonable for ComEd to attribute a revenue lag 571 

for the delay in cash recovery of these expenses, but then simply pretend that cash 572 

has been disbursed immediately when recording accrued pension and OPEB 573 
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expenses on its books, as if cash has been disbursed immediately with no delay 574 

beyond the date of the accrual entry.   I recommend that the $112,785 amount for 575 

these expenses that appears at line 11 of ComEd Ex. 16.6 (with no impact in the 576 

outlays section of the lead lag study) also be subtracted from “Total Revenue and 577 

Non Revenue Receipts at line 7 to eliminate the overstatement of CWC for this 578 

non-cash expense item.  This treatment can be observed at line 2 of AG/AARP 579 

Exhibit No. 3.4. 580 

Q.  Turning to your next CWC issue, according to Mr. Hengtgen, using the entire 581 

accounts payable related to CWIP as an indication of vendor supplied 582 

financing is unreasonable because, “the amount of accounts payable at any 583 

given time only exists for a short period of time until the vendor is paid and the 584 

vendor supplied financing is converted to investor supplied financing.”  Do you 585 

agree? 586 

A.  No.  I understand ComEd is not requesting CWIP treatment for only the specific 587 

construction projects that existed at year end 2010.  If this was the Company’s 588 

proposal, then the entire amount of CWIP at year-end would be redundant to the 589 

Company’s projected Plant in Service additions that are separately being added into 590 

rate base.  Instead, the Company is requesting a general allowance for short term 591 

CWIP that tends to exist on an ongoing month-to-month basis.
19

  Under this 592 

scenario, it is improper to ignore, as recommended by Mr. Hengtgen, the accounts 593 

payable recurring balances each month that represent perpetual short-term vendor 594 

financing for such CWIP.  Indeed, all accounts payable tend to be transitory until 595 

the vendor is paid, only to be replaced by new payables associated with newly 596 
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rendered invoices.  The best indication of how much vendor-supplied financing is 597 

available to fund non-AFUDC CWIP in rate base is the full balance of such 598 

payables. 599 

Q.  Mr. Hengtgen suggests that accounts payable associated with CWIP should be 600 

reduced by “the % of time for the year that the accounts payable vendor 601 

financing is available.”
20

 Would this reduction be reasonable? 602 

A.  No.  If ComEd is allowed a rate base allowance for non-AFUDC CWIP that is 603 

believed to be representative of such investment throughout the year, we should not 604 

reduce the associated accounts payable offset assuming it is available for some 605 

shorter period of time.  Mr. Hengtgen’s recommendation is inconsistent with 606 

ComEd’s CWIP proposal and should be rejected. 607 

Q.  Did ComEd produce any information in response to AG/AARP discovery that 608 

supports a conclusion that the Company will continue to experience a large 609 

and recurring balance of Accounts Payable that represent vendor-provided 610 

financing for part of its non-AFUDC CWIP balance that is included in rate 611 

base? 612 

A.   Yes.  In its response to Data Request AG 10.17, ComEd illustrated how Accounts 613 

Payable are expected to remain available as a source of capital to help fund CWIP 614 

investments being included in rate base.  I have included a copy of this response as 615 

AG/AARP Exhibit 3.33 and have revised the corresponding amount on line 26, 616 

column (l) of AG/AARP Exhibit 3.4 to reflect the average 2010 balance of CWIP 617 
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related Accounts Payable available to finance Distribution-related non-AFUDC 618 

CWIP. 619 

 620 

VI. JURISDICTIONAL ALLOCATIONS. 621 

 622 

Q. At pages 21-31 of her Rebuttal, Ms. Houtsma responds to the objections of 623 

Staff and other Intervenors to ComEd’s proposed jurisdictional allocation 624 

changes.  Is it ComEd or the Staff and Intervenor witnesses who are proposing 625 

to modify the functionalization and allocation methods for certain accounts? 626 

A. For the sake of clarity, it should be noted that ComEd is seeking to change the 627 

jurisdictional functionalization and allocations, relative to what was used in Docket 628 

No. 10-0467.  Mr. Houtsma’s Rebuttal could more clearly indicate that Staff and 629 

Intervenor witnesses are opposing ComEd’s proposed changes and are seeking to 630 

preserve the jurisdictional allocation procedures historically employed by the 631 

Commission in Illinois. 632 

Q. What are the general reasons stated by Ms. Houtsma in support of changing 633 

how jurisdictional cost functionalization and allocation will be performed? 634 

A. She makes three arguments in Rebuttal that repeat what was said in her Direct 635 

Testimony: 636 

 Changing cost functionalization and allocation for General and Intangible 637 

Plant assets is required for alignment to the Company’s FERC-regulatory 638 

Transmission Formula Rate cost functionalization and allocation 639 

procedures. 640 
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 ComEd’s proposed new cost functionalization and allocation methods are 641 

streamlined and simplified, compared to the previously used methods. 642 

 ComEd’s proposed changes are cost-based.
21

 643 

Q. Is it necessary for the Commission to adopt all cost functionalization and 644 

allocation approaches that are used by ComEd in its formula transmission rate 645 

filings at FERC, so as to achieve the alignment that is described by Ms. 646 

Houtsma? 647 

A. I am not an attorney and will defer to AG and AARP counsel on any discussion of 648 

legal limitations that may be applicable to the Commission’s jurisdiction regarding 649 

cost allocation matters. To achieve its desired “alignment”, I believe that ComEd 650 

could either seek changes at FERC to conform cost functionalization and allocation 651 

processes to those adopted by the ICC, or vice versa.  According to Ms. Houtsma, 652 

“Exactly the same Accounts have to be ‘split’ for purposes of both the federal tariff 653 

and the state tariff.  By using the same methodology, ComEd’s proposal ensures 654 

that it neither over-recovers nor under-recovers the costs in those Accounts.”
 22

   655 

What is not clear is why ComEd now views it necessary to change the methods that 656 

it previously supported in Illinois and that were approved by the Illinois 657 

Commission in deference to new revised methods now being used by ComEd in its 658 

filings with the FERC. 659 

Q. Mr. Houtsma states, “Mr. Brosch has agreed that if the ICC does not allow 660 

ComEd to use the Salaries and Wages allocator for the Accounts at issue 661 

ComEd will not be allowed to recover all of its prudent costs of such Plant as 662 
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long as the Formula Transmission Rate continues to use a Salaries and Wages 663 

allocator for the Accounts other than Account 397.”
 23

  Does your “agreement” 664 

on this matter change your recommendation that G&I Plant cost 665 

functionalization and allocation methods should not be changed? 666 

A. No.  I was fully aware of the cost recovery implications of differences in 667 

methodology and explained how conformance (called “alignment” by Ms. 668 

Houtsma) across jurisdictions is generally desirable.  To state the obvious, changes 669 

could be proposed by ComEd at FERC to conform to ICC methods or vice versa.  I 670 

see no compelling need to impose larger revenue requirement upon the distribution 671 

part of the business to achieve compliance with FERC cost functionalization and 672 

allocation methods, when ComEd previously supported the methods in use by the 673 

ICC and those methods are equally cost-based and reasonable. 674 

Q. Has Ms. Houtsma asserted or provided any evidence to show that a Wages and 675 

Salaries basis of allocation for the G&I Plant Accounts at issue is more 676 

reasonable than the Company’s former methodology? 677 

A. No.  In her Rebuttal Testimony, Ms. Houtsma instead claims that the Company’s 678 

proposed new method is “at least as reasonable and that it has additional benefits 679 

with respect to aligning cost recovery” with the FERC methods.
24

  I do not 680 

recommend increasing the distribution revenue requirement to change jurisdictional 681 

allocation methods toward something “at least as reasonable” simply out of 682 

deference to ComEd’s FERC ratemaking practices. 683 
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Q. Mr. Houtsma argues that “If Staff and Intervenors’ position is adopted here, 684 

ComEd will not recover all of its costs.”
 25

   Do you agree that this outcome is 685 

inevitable? 686 

A. No.  The Company could and probably should propose modification in its FERC 687 

filings for the functionalization and allocation of G&I costs so as to conform them 688 

to ICC-approved procedures.  This would enable full cost recovery across both 689 

jurisdictions to occur without penalizing ComEd’s distribution service customers. 690 

Q. Does Mr. Houtsma repeat the desire for alignment with FERC to support 691 

changing how property tax expenses are allocated between the FERC 692 

transmission and ICC jurisdictions? 693 

A. Yes.
26

  I continue to recommend that this change in jurisdictional allocations not be 694 

approved without a showing by ComEd of specific reasons why its previously 695 

submitted and ICC-approved cost allocation procedures for real estate taxes have 696 

now become inaccurate or are otherwise inappropriate. 697 

Q. In the event the Commission changes its decision in the prior rate order cited 698 

above, and now approves ComEd’s proposed changes in G&I Plant and/or real 699 

estate tax allocations, is there a another jurisdictional allocation adjustment 700 

that could be applied to mitigate some of the increased revenue requirement 701 

arising from the allocation changes? 702 

A. Yes.  As I noted in my Direct Testimony, the Commission could further revise the 703 

jurisdictional allocation of Late Payment Fee revenues to treat these revenues as 704 

100 percent ICC jurisdictional. This further change in revenue allocation procedures 705 
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would help to mitigate the cost shifting impact of the Company’s proposed changes 706 

in jurisdictional allocations of G&I Plant and/or real estate taxes.   Such an 707 

adjustment would complete the process of recognizing that Late Payment revenues 708 

are collected entirely from customers paying for retail services from ComEd 709 

pursuant to ICC-approved rates and that no such revenues are collected from 710 

ComEd’s wholesale transmission service customers. 711 

 712 

VII.   OPERATING EXPENSE ADJUSTMENTS. 713 

 714 

Q. Has ComEd agreed with any of your proposed adjustments to Operating 715 

Expenses? 716 

A. Yes.  At page 16 of his Rebuttal, Mr. Fruehe agrees with the adjustment I 717 

recommended to increase operating expenses to provide recovery for interest on 718 

customer deposits.
27

  It is my understanding that ComEd opposes each of my other 719 

proposed adjustments that would reduce test year expenses. 720 

Q. How does Mr. Fruehe respond to your proposed elimination of stock-based 721 

employee compensation expenses? 722 

A. Mr. Fruehe claims that the Company’s “Key Manager restricted stock program is a 723 

deferred compensation program under which Key Managers receive a portion of 724 

their compensation pro-rated over a three-year period in the form of Exelon stock.  725 

The awards are set each year and are not tied to a performance indicator like the 726 

AIP award, but rather may be adjusted slightly to recognize above average 727 

performance in limited circumstances.”  He goes to explain that, “the primary 728 
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objective of the program is to attract and retain key employees.”
28

  Mr. Fruehe 729 

states that he doesn’t agree with my position that a discretionary award paid in 730 

stock is fundamentally driven by financial considerations rather than service 731 

quality, claiming that the stock based form of this compensation should not matter, 732 

“…as long as it meets the goal of retaining key individuals.” 733 

Q. Couldn’t it be said that all forms of compensation, in ever larger amounts, 734 

would tend to “meet the goal of retaining key individuals”? 735 

A. Yes.  Mr. Fruehe references the fact that when ComEd was asked to provide 736 

information regarding the specific goals for each key management employee, the 737 

Company objected.  He does not provide any information regarding these individual 738 

goals, but merely opines that, “The restricted stock payement, however, is not 739 

entirely dependent upon achieving these individual goals.”
29

 740 

Q. Has Mr. Fruehe offered any new information that may help the Commission 741 

determine whether stock-based compensation should be included as an 742 

operating expense in determining ComEd’s revenue requirement? 743 

A. No.  I continue to recommend that these expenses be eliminated, for the reasons 744 

stated in my Direct Testimony. 745 

Q. Does Mr. Fruehe agree that ComEd’s 2010 retention bonus expenses were 746 

unusually large and not properly included in annual operating expenses? 747 

A. This is not clear.  In his Rebuttal, Mr. Fruehe states, “Each year may include a 748 

higher or lower amount of a particular cost, and as long as that amount is deemed 749 

prudent and reasonable by the Commission, the costs of these awards will tend to 750 
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even out over time.  He then suggests that “if this adjustment is accepted by the 751 

Commission” the revenue requirement template at Schedule FR C-1 would need to 752 

be expanded to provide for a four-year amortization of the normalized 2010 costs.
30

 753 

Q. Do you believe it necessary to allow future amortization of the unusually large 754 

retention award expenses incurred by ComEd in 2010? 755 

A. No.  These excessive retention bonus awards should be adjusted to set inception 756 

rates for ComEd at a reasonable and normalized level.  This does not mean that the 757 

Company should be allowed future recovery of these 2010 costs.  Rather, if Mr. 758 

Fruehe’s expectations that “the costs of these awards will tend to even out over 759 

time” is true, inclusion of a more reasonable and normal cost level at this time will 760 

not create unduly large reconciliation differences in future proceedings when costs 761 

are presumably at more normal levels. 762 

 763 

Q. Does this conclude your Rebuttal Testimony at this time? 764 

A. Yes.  765 
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